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As a concept for a photographic show, “at home with the Bedouin” has a vaguely
impertinent ring to it. When you’re dealing with a people so powerfully associated with
a particular topography and a particularly romantic idea of nomadism, a series of
intimate portraits shot in domestic interiors might seem like an attempt to deflate their
myth: to sneak backstage, so to speak, and catch them out. Yet while it’s true that
Scarlett Coten’s new show at the Empty Quarter is alert to the dingier textures of
Bedouin life – the tatty rooms and ancient appliances, the jarring textiles and
omnipresent fag packets – it comes across, in the end, as a celebration.
First there’s the title of her show: Still Alive, taken from the triumphant words that
greeted Coten each time the French photographer met the tribal community that she
spent two years following around the Sinai desert. Second, there’s the saturated
A photo from Scarlett Coten’s new exhibition at the Empty
Still Alive. The series of photos takes us home with the
colour of the images. A woman sits smoking on the floor, her dress a riot of black and Quarter,
Bedouin, but as a guest, not a fly on the wall. Courtesy Scarlett
Coten
white check, purple flowers, and bizarrely, crimson satellite dishes. In another shot, a
draining rack full of dishes stands on a couple of barrels and a drape so red it glows
like sunshine filtered through your own eyelid. When even a grim snooker hall is colour adjusted so that the green of the baize
and maroon of the carpet pop out at the viewer, shots of traditional Bedouin finery – royal blue dresses, sequinned veils – all but
force you to duck.
Then there’s the fact that we never really get backstage after all. Throughout the show Coten’s subjects are posing for us,
performing their versions of the “relaxing at home” tableau familiar from Hello! magazine. We see a family lolling contentedly on a
rug. The wall behind them is filled with a strange sfumato mural of a jungle waterfall, apparently a source of justifiable pride. In
another image, a young man in white khandoura beams as he drapes a proprietorial arm over the shoulders of his two wives,
each of whom smiles behind her niqab. In their cheerful-under-fire way (“Still alive!”), Coten’s subjects have stage managed their
scenes with her. We’re at home with the Bedouin, but as a guest, not a fly on the wall.
There’s more theatricality, albeit of a much eerier kind, at Carolin Kropff’s new show
at XVA gallery. “Welcome to the desert of the real,” Laurence Fishburne tells Keanu
Reeves in The Matrix, ushering him from comforting hallucination into desperate
reality. If he’d ended up in a Kropff painting he might have assumed he’d got stuck
halfway. The artist, who lives in Dubai, was inspired by a peculiar set of billboards
advertising the Bawadi project in Dubailand. The signs were painted cut-outs
depicting barren mountain ranges, standing alone propped up on scaffolding in an
equally barren plain. Looking at them from the wrong direction it must have seemed
like the desert of the real and the desert of the unreal had met: the painted
mountains like a shard from another world entering our own at an oblique angle.
The show is called Fata Morgana. It shares its name with a kind of temperatureinduced mirage in which part of a landscape appears in a distorted perspective.
That’s a pretty good description of what happens in Kropff’s Bawadi pictures. In one
of the larger ones a deep blue sky meets an orange earth, hazy as the surface of a
gas giant. A grey and spindly structure, its angularity suggesting human handiwork, stretches between them like the anamorphic
skull in Holbein’s Ambassadors. Later we see the same object from another direction. The sky is black and bars of light illuminate
a supporting frame. It’s like looking at an Edward Hopper night scene while suffering severe brain damage: melancholy and
helplessly confusing.
Kropff’s brushwork is coarse, like a stage set painter’s. It serves to put the different levels of reality on an equal footing, and also
to wrong-foot the viewer. In several paintings it’s hard to say what’s going on. Is that a boulder or a building? A tree or a greentinted lamp? Parts of the view seem to be missing entirely. Between an indigo sky and umber earth there stretches a great
billowing terracotta ghost of a place. Elsewhere we know what we’re looking at but not why: Kropff gives us the faun interior of her
car parked up in the desert, a rear view of a pick-up truck. The very lucidity of these images starts to look ominous after so many
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